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We study the coupling between a quantum dot and the edge of a non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall
state which is spatially separated from it by an integer quantum Hall state. Near a resonance, the physics at
energy scales below the level spacing of the edge states of the dot is governed by a k-channel Kondo
model when the quantum Hall state is a Read-Rezayi state at filling fraction  ¼ 2þ k=ðkþ 2Þ or its
particle-hole conjugate at  ¼ 2þ 2=ðkþ 2Þ. The k-channel Kondo model is channel isotropic even
without fine-tuning in the former state; in the latter, it is generically channel anisotropic. In the special
case of k ¼ 2, our results provide a new venue, realized in a mesoscopic context, to distinguish between
the Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states at filling fraction  ¼ 5=2.
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Non-Abelian quantum Hall states have sparked consid-
erable interest recently because of their potential applica-
tion to topological quantum computing [1]. Though it is
not known whether such states exist, it is suspected that the
observed plateaus at xy ¼  e2h with  ¼ 5=2 [2] and  ¼
12=5 [3] are due to non-Abelian quantum Hall states. The
evidence, thus far, comes primarily from numerical studies
[4–6] which found that the ground states of small numbers
of electrons had large overlap with the Moore-Read
Pfaffian wave function [7] and the particle-hole conjugate
of the k ¼ 3 Read-Rezayi (RR) wave function [8,9] at  ¼
5=2 and  ¼ 12=5 respectively, and from recent noise and
tunneling measurements [10,11]. It has been argued that
these wave functions are representatives of two universal-
ity classes which exhibit non-Abelian quasiparticle statis-
tics, which is a necessary ingredient for topological
quantum computing [12]. Recently, further numerical stud-
ies [13] have bolstered the argument that these states occur
in the experiments of Refs. [2,3].
Some theoretical proposals have been made to deter-
mine if the  ¼ 5=2 state possesses the non-Abelian quasi-
particle statistics of the Pfaffian [14,15]. While fabricating
high-mobility samples of mesoscopic size presents a sig-
nificant challenge, recent experiments on quantum point
contacts at  ¼ 5=2 give one reason to believe that such
devices are within reach [16]. Experiments on such devices
have recently shed light, for the first time, on quasiparticle
properties at  ¼ 5=2. Shot noise [10] and nonlinear
current-voltage characteristics [11] at quantum point con-
tacts at  ¼ 5=2 are both consistent with a quasiparticle
charge of e=4, as required by the Moore-Read Pfaffian
state.
However, the ‘‘anti-Pfaffian’’ is an equally good candi-
date at  ¼ 5=2 [17]. The anti-Pfaffian is the conjugate of
the Pfaffian under particle-hole symmetry within a Landau
level, which is an exact symmetry in the limit of large
magnetic field. This symmetry must be spontaneously
broken in order for one of these two degenerate ground
states to occur; the system sizes studied in numerics on the
torus were too small to observe anything other than the
symmetric combination of the two [5]. For numerics on the
sphere [4], the finite geometry explicitly breaks the sym-
metry; the anti-Pfaffian occurs at a different value of the
magnetic flux and was, consequently, missed.
The Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states differ significantly
in the nature of their edge excitations, and thus differ in
tunneling characteristics and thermal transport along the
edge [17,18]. Both states possess charge e=4 quasipar-
ticles, so the existing noise experiments do not allow one
to distinguish between them [10]. Current-voltage charac-
teristics at a point contact can distinguish between the two
states; measurements appear to be more consistent with the
anti-Pfaffian state although they cannot fully rule out the
Pfaffian [11]. Therefore, there is urgent need for further
experiments to determine not only whether the  ¼ 5=2
state is Abelian or non-Abelian, but to indicate which non-
Abelian state. In this Letter, we propose such experiments
and generalize our discussion of the Pfaffian state to cover
the Read-Rezayi states as well. Our proposal is largely
orthogonal to existing ones [19,20].
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FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of our model. Gates are
shown in black. They may be used to form a point contact to
pinch off the dot from the rest of the quantum Hall bulk. The gate
on the right of the figure may be used to shift the energy levels of
the dot by changing its area S. The bulk is assumed to be at
filling fraction  ¼ 2þ k=ðkþ 2Þ or  ¼ 2þ 2=ðkþ 2Þ. The
white region between the dot and the bulk is assumed to be at
 ¼ 2. The charge on the dot may be measured capacitively [22].
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In this Letter, we study the setup shown in Fig. 1. The
bulk quantum Hall state on the left is assumed to be in a
non-Abelian fractional quantum Hall state at  ¼
2þ k=ðkþ 2Þ or  ¼ 2þ 2=ðkþ 2Þ. A quantum point
contact may be used to pinch off a finite region of the
quantum Hall fluid and form a quantum dot separated from
the bulk by a tunneling barrier. We assume that the lower
two Landau levels are not pinched off and therefore do not
backscatter at the point contact; the barrier region is as-
sumed to have  ¼ 2. For a finite system the edge modes
acquire a discrete spectrum [19,21]. We focus on fluctua-
tions of the quantum dot charge Q  ehN^ei near a degen-
eracy point in the energy: EðNe; S; BÞ ¼ EðNe þ 1; S; BÞ
whereNe is the number of electrons. The energy E depends
on area S, which may be altered by a gate potential shown
in Fig. 1, and on the magnetic field B. The charge of the dot
can be measured capacitively [22].
We assume energy and temperature scales are much less
than the level spacing of the dot edge states. Then only two
levels on the quantum dot (the degenerate or nearly degen-
erate ones) are important. These two levels act as an
effective, local spin-1=2 degree of freedom. The crucial
feature of the Read-Rezayi states is the tunneling coupling
of their edge modes to this effective spin degree of free-
dom, which can be mapped to the k-channel Kondo model.
(Our analysis applies to an effective spin degree of freedom
which accounts for the charge on the dot; the Read-Rezayi
states and their particle-hole conjugates [23] are spin po-
larized, so there are no spin-flips in the quantum Hall edge
states). The mapping allows us to exploit known results
from the multichannel Kondo models.
A detuning from degeneracy maps to the coupling of an
external magnetic field to the spin in the k-channel Kondo
model. Thus, charge susceptibilities in our quantum dot
setup can be obtained from magnetic susceptibility in the
Kondo model. A remarkable feature of the scenario we
discuss here is that the channel isotropic limit is automati-
cally obtained for Read-Rezayi states without any fine-
tuning. This feature follows from the form of the coupling
of the edge states to the quantum dot degrees of freedom.
On the other hand, for their particle-hole conjugates
[17,23], the generic case is channel anisotropic. Since the
channel isotropic and channel anisotropic Kondo models
are very different, one can exploit the thermodynamics of
the multichannel Kondo model applied to the charge sus-
ceptibility to distinguish the Pfaffian from the anti-
Pfaffian. This is one of our central results.
Pfaffian state.—We begin with the case of a quantum dot
coupled to a bulk quantum Hall state in the Moore-Read
Pfaffian state. The Hamiltonian isH¼HedgeþHdotþHtun.
Here and henceforth, we ignore the 2 filled lower Landau
levels. This is justified by the sequence of modes pinched
off in a point contact [10]. The edge theory for the Pfaffian
state is the product of a free, charged chiral bosonic sector
and a neutral Majorana sector. The edge Hamiltonian takes
the form
Hedge ¼
Z
dx

vc
ðkþ 2Þ=k
4
ð@x’ðxÞÞ2 þ ivnc @xc

; (1)
Here, k ¼ 2 and vn < vc is the velocity of the neutral
mode(s). The Hamiltonian of the dot describes a two-level
system which we can take to be ‘‘empty’’ or ‘‘occupied’’
(later to be mapped to ‘‘up’’ or ‘‘down’’) [24]. It thus has a
fermionic character and we label the fermionic annihila-
tion (creation) operator for this state dðdyÞ. Thus, Hdot ¼
dd
yd, where d ¼ 0 at the degeneracy point and d  0
when one is tuned away from degeneracy. The tunneling
Hamiltonian is
Htun ¼ tðdyeð0Þ þye ð0ÞdÞ þ Vdydye ð0Þeð0Þ; (2)
where t is the tunneling amplitude to the dot; x ¼ 0 is the
location of the point contact; V is the Coulomb repulsion
between the edge and the dot, and eðye Þ is the annihi-
lation (creation) operator for the electron, ye ¼ c ei2’.
We use the convention dim½ei’ ¼  22 , so that
dim½e ¼ 3=2.
As a result of the scaling dim of e, t is naively
irrelevant,
dt
d‘
¼  1
2
tþOðtVÞ þOðt3Þ: (3)
However, for V sufficiently large, t flows to the 2-channel
Kondo fixed point, not to t ¼ 0. To see this, we apply a
unitary transformation U ¼ e2idyd’ð0Þ to H, which rotates
’ð0Þ out of the tunneling term. H now takes the form
UHUy ¼ Hedge þHdot þ tc ðd dyÞ
þ ðV  2vcÞdyd@x’ð0Þ: (4)
For V  2vc, this is a purely quadratic theory which can be
solved exactly. Thus, t is clearly relevant in this limit; it is
actually relevant over a range of values of V. Note that only
the Majorana combination d dy couples to the quantum
Hall edge. This is precisely the same feature which leads to
non-Fermi liquid behavior in the 2-channel Kondo problem
[25]: the spectral function Imhdydi has both a -function
piece, coming from dy þ d and a Lorentzian piece coming
from d dy. The coupling of a quantum dot to an anti-
Pfaffian quantum Hall state does not have this property.
To see the connection to the two-channel Kondo model,
it is useful to represent the two-level system on the dot by a
spin: Sy ¼ dy, S ¼ d, and Sz ¼ dyd 1=2 (up to sup-
pressed Klein factors). We apply a unitary transformation
U ¼ eiSz’ð0Þ to H as before, but take  ¼ 2 ﬃﬃﬃ2p , to
partially rotate ’ð0Þ in the tunneling term, giving
UHUy ¼ Hedge þ dSz þ ðV  vcÞSz@x’ð0Þ
þ tðc yei
ﬃﬃ
2
p
’ð0ÞSy þ c ei
ﬃﬃ
2
p
’ð0ÞSÞ: (5)
We now compare this to the Kondo model:
Himp¼?ðJþð0ÞSþJð0ÞSþÞþzJzð0ÞSzþhSz; (6)
where ~S is the impurity spin; ~Jð0Þ is conduction electron
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spin density at the impurity site; ?, z are the exchange
couplings not assumed to be equal; and h is the magnetic
field. Retaining only the s-wave channel, we have a chiral
one-dimensional problem in which the impurity is at the
origin and the incoming and outgoing modes are right-
moving modes at x < 0 and x > 0, respectively. Affleck
and Ludwig observed [26] that the Hamiltonian of the
conduction electrons Hcond in the k-channel Kondo model
admits a conformal decomposition, Hcond ¼ HUð1Þ þ
HSUð2Þk þHSUðkÞ2 . This decomposition reflects the SUð2Þk
Kac-Moody algebra satisfied by the spin density Ja, which
we now exploit in the k ¼ 2 case and, later, in the general
case. For k ¼ 2, we can express the Ja in terms of a
Majorana fermion, c , and a free boson ’:
Jy ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2p c ei ﬃﬃ2p ’; J ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2p c ei ﬃﬃ2p ’; Jz ¼ ﬃﬃﬃ2p @x’:
(7)
The operators c and ’ have a complicated, nonlocal
relation to the original conduction electron operators, but
they have the virtue of satisfying the SUð2Þ2 Kac-Moody
algebra via (7).
Substituting (7) into (6), we see that our problem (5)
maps onto the 2-channel Kondo model with anisotropic
exchange if we identify ? ¼ t,
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p
z ¼ V  ð2
ﬃﬃﬃ
2
p Þvc,
and h ¼ d. For z < 0, the Kondo model is ferromag-
netic. In the ferromagnetic Kondo model, the coupling to
the impurity is irrelevant, as we naively expected above
(3). However, when V is sufficiently large, z > 0, corre-
sponding to the antiferromagnetic Kondo model. In this
case, the Hamiltonian is controlled in the infrared by
the exchange and channel isotropic antiferromagnetic
spin-1=2 2-channel Kondo fixed point [27]. This fixed
point is characterized by non-Fermi liquid correlations,
including anomalous exponents for the temperature depen-
dence of the impurity contribution to the specific heat and
spin susceptibility, and the magnetic field dependence of
the zero-temperature magnetization. The latter two trans-
late to the charge susceptibility and charge of the quantum
dot:
charge / lnðTK=TÞ; Q / VG lnðkBTK=eVGÞ; (8)
where the Kondo temperature depends on nonuniversal
values vn, t and is given by TK / expðc1vn=tÞ with c1 >
0. Here, Q ¼ Q eðNe þ 12Þ is the charge on the dot
measured relative to the average electron number at the
degeneracy point of the energy. In the case k ¼ 2, which
corresponds to the Pfaffian state, possibly realized at  ¼
5=2, there are logarithmic corrections: Ordinarily, fine-
tuning would be required to realize channel isotropy in
the Kondo model [28] but, the coupling between a quantum
dot and the edge of a Pfaffian quantum Hall state auto-
matically realizes the channel isotropic 2-channel Kondo
model.
Anti-Pfaffian state.—The edge theory of the anti-
Pfaffian state is [17]
L Pf ¼
2
4
@x	
ð@t  v
@xÞ	
 þ ic að@t  v@xÞc a:
(9)
There is a charged boson 	
 and three counterpropagating
Majorana fermions c a, a ¼ 1, 2, 3. There are three differ-
ent dimension-3=2 electron operators, c ae
2i	
 . The com-
bination ðc 1  ic 2Þe2i	
 is inherited from the electron
operator of the  ¼ 1 integer quantum Hall state in which
a Pfaffian state of holes forms. Thus, we expect it to have
the largest tunneling amplitude. The other two electron
operators are complicated charge-e combinations of the
 ¼ 1 electron operator and the electron operator of the
Pfaffian state of holes. The tunneling Hamiltonian is (the
repeated index a is summed over)
Htun ¼ ðtac ae2i	
dy þ H:c:Þ þ Vdyd@x	
: (10)
Performing a unitary transformation as before to rotate out
the 	
 dependence of the first term, we obtain UHU
y ¼
Hedge þHdot þ ~Htun, where
~Htun ¼ ðtac ady þ H:c:Þ þ ðV  2vcÞdyd@x	

¼ i1ð1ðdy  dÞ=iþ 01ðdy þ dÞÞ þ i22ðdy þ dÞ
þ ðV  2vcÞdyd@x	
; (11)
where 1 ¼ uac a=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u2
p
, 2 ¼ wac a=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
w2
p
, ua ¼ Reta,
va ¼ Imta, wa ¼ va  uaðu  v=u2Þ, 1 ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u2
p
, 2 ¼ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
w2
p
, 01 ¼ u  v=
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u2
p
, and f1; 2g ¼ 0. Note that, for
generic tas, both (d
y  d) and ðdy þ dÞ=i couple to the
edge modes, as in the one-channel Kondo model. This is in
contrast to the Pfaffian case, in which only (dy  d) cou-
ples to the edge modes, as in the two-channel Kondo
model. At the Toulouse point, the one-channel Kondo
model can be mapped to a form similar to (11) with V ¼
2vc. The charge susceptibility and charge of the quantum
dot have the temperature and voltage dependence charac-
teristic of a Fermi liquid:
charge / const; Q / VG: (12)
Consequently, measurements of the behavior of the dot
would distinguish the Pfaffian and anti-Pfaffian states.
Read-Rezayi state.—Now we analyze the Read-Rezayi
state with filling k=ðkþ 2Þ, generalizing our discussion
above of the Pfaffian state, which is the k ¼ 2 case. The
edge Hamiltonian takes the form Hedge ¼ Hc þHZk with
Hc the same as the first term in Eq. (1). HZk can be written
as a gauged SUð2Þk WZW model in which the U(1) sub-
group has been gauged, thereby realizing an SUð2Þk=Uð1Þ
coset with central charge c ¼ 3kkþ2  1 ¼ 2k2kþ2 , but we will
not need this representation here. The electron operator
now takes the form: ye ¼ c 1eikþ2k ’, where c 1 is a para-
fermion field. Since dim½c 1 ¼ 1 1=k, dim½e ¼ 3=2.
As before, we apply a unitary transformation U ¼
eiS
z’ð0Þ to H, which now takes the form
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UHUy ¼ Hedge þHdot þ ðV  vcÞSz@x’ð0Þ
þ tðc 1yei~’ð0ÞSy þ c 1ei~’ð0ÞSÞ; (13)
where ~  kþ2k  . The choice  ¼ kþ2k 
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
kþ2
k
q ﬃﬃ
2
k
q
makes the connection to the k-channel Kondo problem
explicit because the SUð2Þk current operators can be rep-
resented in terms of the Zk parafermions: J
y ¼ ﬃﬃﬃkp c 1ei’,
J ¼ ﬃﬃﬃkp c y1ei’, Jz¼ k2@x’, where  ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
2ðkþ 2Þp =k.
Substituting these expressions into (6) we see that our
problem (13) is equivalent to the k-channel Kondo problem
if we identify ? ¼ t, z ¼ V  vc, and h ¼ d. For
V > vc
, this is the antiferromagnetic Kondo problem,
which has an intermediate coupling fixed point. Thus, we
see that the Read-Rezayi states offer a novel scenario to
realize the non-Fermi liquid behavior of the k-channel
Kondo model, charge / Tðk2Þ=ðkþ2Þ, Q / V2=kG which
would otherwise require an incredible amount of fine-
tuning for k  3. Moreover, observing the predicted non-
Fermi liquid behavior would provide strong evidence that
the quantum Hall state is of the Read-Rezayi type. It can
also be shown that the particle-hole conjugate of the Read-
Rezayi state at  ¼ 2þ 2=ðkþ 2Þ generalizes the result
obtained above for the anti-Pfaffian: the Kondo model
realized is not channel isotropic [9].
Tunneling through a quantum dot.—We now consider
the situation of bulk  ¼ 2þ k=ðkþ 2Þ quantum Hall
states on either side of a quantum dot. By the arguments
above, if the two tunneling amplitudes tL and tR are equal
[29] then this model can be mapped onto the 2k-channel
Kondo model. Consequently, the conductance through the
dot is finite at zero-temperature, G ¼ G0  aT2=ðkþ2Þ
where G0, a are constants [30].
In summary, we have shown that a quantum dot coupled
via tunneling to a Pfaffian quantum Hall state realizes the
channel isotropic 2-channel Kondo model while a quantum
dot coupled to a Read-Rezayi state of filling factor  ¼
2þ k=ðkþ 2Þ leads to a channel isotropic k-channel
Kondo problem, both without any fine-tuning of parame-
ters. These systems will thus exhibit all the known non-
Fermi liquid properties in their thermodynamics, expressed
through the charge on the dot, which may be measured
capacitively. Because the coupling of a quantum dot to an
anti-Pfaffian state generically exhibits Fermi liquid prop-
erties our results may be used to distinguish between the
two leading candidate states for  ¼ 5=2, the Pfaffian and
the anti-Pfaffian.
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